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Abstract 
If X is a centered, ()*-mixing random field with certain wreak stationarity conditions and finite 
fourth moments, then the fourth moments of block sums S, grow as the square of block size II. 
Further, II 2d 1~ S,, ii: converges to a limit which can be expressed in terms of the spectral density. 
This result is used to derive a CLT for periodograms of the spectral density of strictly stationary X. 
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I. Introduction 
L.et d be a positive integer. A d-dimensional discrete field of complex random 
variables (X,: k E ZId) will be called “centered” if EXI, = 0 for all k. The field is 
“weakly stationary” if El X0 1’ < #cc and EX,Xj depends only on the vector I; - j. The 
field is “weakly stationary of fourth degree” if it is weakly stationary and also satisfies: 
E(Xo14 < ZI and EX,XhX,Xd = EXoXh_,X,_ (,XdPo. A field is “strictly stationary” 
if for any finite set S c Zd and vector c E Zd, the set of r.v.‘s IX,: k E Sj has the same 
joint distribution as the set (X,,,.: k E S). 
CCWS will mean centered, complex, and weakly stationary. CRSS will mean 
centered, real. and strictly stationary. CCSS will mean centered, complex, and strict11 
stationary. CCWFS will mean centered, complex, and weakly stationary of the fourth 
degree. “Almost all k” will mean “all but linitely many k.” The symbol x will mean the 
indicator function of a set. 
Let T denote (zE@: (~1 = 11. For tt Td. let i be the vector in ( --Tc. ~1” such that 
1 = (expii,. . , exp iid). Let ~1~ denote the normalized Lebesgue measure (2xi3) ’ dr 
on T, and let ,H;‘. be pT x ‘.. x IL,., the tl-dimensional product measure on T”. 
If (X,: k E Z2”] 1s a CCWS random field, then a nonnegative Bore1 integrable 
function ,f’is a “spectral density” for the field if for any I; E Zd, 
EXLXo = 
i 
cl’ ‘J’(t)d&(t). 
I ” 
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Here k. 1, denotes the dot product. If k E Zd, then /) k/I is the Euclidean norm. For 
two nonempty disjoint sets S, T c Zd, we define dist(S, T) to be min { 11 j - k I/ : j E S, 
k E T}. Let F(S) = {C,, 7 akXk: akXk: uk E @, and uk = 0 for almost all k), and 
F(T) = {I,, r akXk: uk E @, and uk = 0 for almost all kJ. Let o(S) be the cr-field 
generated by {X,: k E S>, and define a(T) similarly. 
We now define two measures of dependence of the sets S and T. Let 
From these we obtain mixing coefficients. For any real number s 3 1, define 
r*(s) := sup r(S, T) and p*(s) := Supp(S, T), where each supremum is taken over all 
pairs of sets S, T such that dist(S, T) 3 s. Both p*(s) and r*(s) are nonincreasing and 
bounded by 0 and 1. 
For any s 3 1, r*(s) d p*(s), so the condition lim,,, r*(s) = 0 is weaker than 
lim,, 3c p*(s) = 0. If we are working with fourth moments of sums of random vari- 
ables, however, we need a result from Bradley and Bryc (1985) [see expression (3.1)]. 
This result uses p(S, T), not r(S, T), so all the lemmas in Section 3 will need 
lim,, m p*(s) = 0. When a Lindeberg condition is needed, we must have a truncation 
of some Xk’s; the measure r*(s) only concerns linear combinations of X,‘s, so again 
p*(s) is needed. The preliminary propositions in Section 2, however, almost all need 
only r*(s) to go to 0 as s + co. 
Bradley in his 1992 paper showed that if X is CCWS and lim,,, p*(s) = 0, then the 
second moments of block sums have an asymptotic growth rate, and we can derive the 
spectral density of X from the limit (see Theorem A). In this paper, Theorem 1 shows 
a similar growth rate and limit for fourth moments of block sums. For this result, 
ordinary weak regularity is not sufficient; the stationarity conditions of Theorem 
1 seem to be minimal. In Theorem 2, Theorem 1 is used to give an estimator for the 
spectral density of X. The proof of Theorem 2 uses truncation of variables; weak 
stationarity of any sort may fail for truncated random variables, so it seemed too 
awkward to prove Theorem 2 with anything less than strict stationarity. 
2. Preliminaries 
For a positive integer m, S(m) will denote the set (1, . . . , m}d c Zd. For a random 
field X:= {Xk: ke Zd}, S(X:m) will mean CkES(mIXk. We define F(X:m) to be 
mpdEIS(X:m)l* and G(X:m) to be m ~2dE~S(X:m)~4. For E E Td, Xf’ will mean 
e -Ik ‘Xk, and Xct) is the random field {Xf’: k E Zd}. 
We now quote the following results. 
Lemma A (Bradley, 1992, Lemma 1). Suppose 0 < Y < 1. Suppose X1, . . . , X, is a 
family of centered complex random variables such that II Xj 11 2 < co for all j E { 1, . , n}, 
and such that for any two disjoint nonempty subsets S, T c { 1,. . , n}, we have 
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Lemma B (Bradley, 1992, Lemma 2). Ifq := jqm, ) is n norziflcrea~sing sequence in [O, I] 
such that lim,,, I q, < 1, then there exists u positire constant A = A(q) such thut if’: Xk: 
k E Zd) is u CCWS random,field,for which r*(m) < q,,, Vm 3 1, then,for uny,finitcj .srt 
s c zd. 
Lemma C (Bradley, 1992, Lemma 3). Ifv := {qm) 1s u nonincreasing sequence in [O. I ] 
such thut lim,, II q, = 0, then jbr any E > 0 there exists u positice integer M(q. 8:) suc~h 
thut if(Xk: k E n “) is u CCWS rundomjeldfor whic,h r*(m) < y”,. ‘dm 2 1. then,fi)r trn~’ 
posi,tice integer M > M(q, c), and any positbe intecqer n. 
IF(X:M) - F(X:nM)I < c.EIXolL. (2.3) 
Lemma D (Bradley. 1992, Lemma 4). {f X := [X,: k E Z’“j is a CC WS random field 
,fbr rvhich r*(m) + 0 us m -+ ccj, then lim,,_+ , F(X : nz) e.uists in [0, tx]. 
For any t E T”, and any random field [X,: k •27~1, Xf’ will denote 
expj-ik.ii.X,. 
Lemma E (Bradley, 1992, Lemma 6). Suppose (qm j is u nonincreasing sequence in 
[0, l] such that lim,,, * q, = 0. Then there exists LI positicr constunt B = B(q) such thut 
if (X,: k E Z”) is u CRSS random jield for which EXR < ‘cc_ und p*(m) < q,,, Vm 3 1. 
ther;l ,jbr any finite set S c Hd, we hare 
4 
< B.[(CurdS).EXt + (CurdS)‘(EXi)‘]. (2.3) 
LemmaF (IbragimovandLinnik, 1971.Lemma 18.4.1). !j’([j)(=,, {<i)(=,,andCtrrc 
all r,undom ccrriubles, und if ij converges weakl!! to I: us j --f ‘cc, Lmd (i j + 0 in prohrrhilit~~ 
us ,j + x , then li + 4j converge \veuklJ) to < us ,j + 'Y_ 
Theorem A (Theorem 1 of Bradley. 1992). Jj’ X is ~1 CC WS random ,jeld such t/m/ 
r*(m) + 0 0s m + 1~ , then X has N continuous spectral drnsit~~ ,f (t) on Td und 
f(t) = lim,,, , F(X”‘: m). 
Remark 1. Let q := {qm) be a nonincreasing sequence in [O. l] such that 
lim,,,- x q, = 0. For c > 0, let M(q,r:) be the constant of Lemma C. Suppose X is 
a CCWS random field such that r*(m) < qnl for all positive integers m. By Theorem A. 
X has a continuous nonnegative spectral density ,/I 
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Passing to the limit as II --, m in (2.2) we obtain the following corollary to 
Lemma C and Theorem A: 
Corollary. Let y and X be us in Remark 1. Then,for any integer N 3 M(y,c), und any 
t E Td, we have (F(X”‘: N) - F(t)1 d c. 
3. An asymptotic limit for the fourth moment of sums 
In the lemmas of this section, whenever {X,: k E zd] is a CCWFS random field, 
then s2 and sq will denote /IX, (I2 and 11 X0 /14, respectively. 
Suppose {Xj:j E J} is a family of random variables such that El Xj14 < zo for all 
j~J;thenforafinitesetS~J,H(X,S)willdenote~,~,,E~X~~~+~,,~~~[2E(IX~~*~X~~*) 
+ EXfd,2]. 
Lemma 3.1. Suppose {X r, . , X,} is a j&lily of centered complex random variables 
such that EIXj14 < x for allj E 11, . , N}, and such thatfor uny nonempty di?joint sets 
S,Tc{l,..., N),~(~((X,:,~ES}),~({X,~:~ET)))<~, wkereO<r<2P5. Then 
Proof. We will use the following fact: If A and B are two topologies and f E L,(A), 
g E L4/3(B), then 
IEfv - EfEsl G PP(~>~)I”~~ llf114/1 . llgllw. (3.1) 
This is a special case of (iv) in Theorem 4.1 of Bradley and Bryc (1985). Let { Wj}j”= I 
be i.i.d. random variables, such that P(Wj = 1) = P(Wj = - 1) = &, all i. The Wj’s will 
also be independent of the Xj’S. Let Y = C+.,i,_, Xj and 2 = C,w,j,=__, Xj. Then 
N ” Cj=~~j= y +z,C,=l WjXj = Y - Z. For complex Xj it can be checked that 
E ~ WjXj 
I I 
4 
=H(X:N). (3.2) 
j=l 
It can also be checked that 
I Y + 214 - I Y - 214 = 2(1 Y + Z12 + I Y - Zl2)(YX + YX). (3.3) 
The random vectors (Y,Z) and (Z, Y) are identically distributed; so are (I Y (, Y,Z) 
and (IZl,Z, 7). By these symmetries and (3.3), we have 
El Y + Z14 - El Y - Z14 = 4Re(EI Y + Z12 YZ + EJ Y - Z12 YZ) 
=8ReE(IYI”YZ+1Z(2YZ)=16ReElY12YZ. (3.4) 
By symmetry we also have 
4EI Y I4 = 2E(I Y I4 + 1214) d E( Y + Z14 + El Y - Z14. (3.5) 
By (3.1). (3.4). and (3.5), 
IE( Y + 21’ - E( Y - 2141 < 16(2~)“~EI Y 1’ 
< 4(2r)l*2(El Y + ZIS + El Y - Zl”). (3.6) 
(3.2) and (3.6) then imply the lemma. C] 
The bounds given in Lemma 3.1 are not meant to be optimal. 
Proof. Let ,I be the smallest integer for which cl,, < 2- ‘. and let D = J”‘. (1 -i- 
4(2t:1.J)“1)/‘(1 - 4(2qJ)“*). For each I E (1, ,Ji”. let T(I) = (k E S: k,, = /,,mod.I. for 
u = 1. ,(I!. The Xi’s in T(I) are at least J distant from each other. so Lemma 3.1 
applies: 
E 
! I 
1 Xi a d [(l + 4(2qJ)“2)!(1 - 4(2q,,)“‘)].H(X, T(I)). (3.7) 
,t /ill 
Since the q,,‘s bound the p*(m)‘s, we see that for any two distinct j.h t T(I). 
II!?(~X,I’IX~~~) - EIX,iJ2EIXkl’I < qj~[EIXj~4]‘~2[EIX~I”]“’ and IEX:X,Z - EX:EX;!I 
< Yj[EIXj11]“2’ [E(X,I”]‘:2. Since the X,‘s form a field that is stationary of the 
fourth degree, this can be written 
IE(IXjl’Xk12) ~ (EIX,J2)21 < (ljEIXJ4. 
IEXfX:( d IEXj2EXkZI + LfjEIX,(” 
d (EIXo12)’ + IfjEIX,,IA 
(3.8) gives an upper bound for H(X, T(I)): 
(3.X) 
N(X. T(I)) 
= 1 EIXj14 + C [2E(IXj121X~12) + EX,Xt] 
/I Till 1.k t Till 
, # I\ 
=(CurdT(I))./~X,(/: + (CarliT(l)).(CrrrdT(I) - 1,.3[11X,,J; + q~lX,>l :] 
< (CardS)s: + 3(curds)2~(.s~ $- 2-“si) 
1 
< 3(CmlS)2 st + 2 s,4 c 1 (3.9) 
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We used the facts that qj < 2 5, Card T(I) d Card S, and 1 + 3.2- 5 n d (3/2)n, any 
n 3 1. 
Now EICj.,sxj14 = EICItS(J)(EjtT(I) Xj)14, which can be expanded as the sum of 
Jd terms of form E(II,“= 1 (Cit T(,(r)I X,)), for 1(l), . , /(4) E S(J). By Holder’s inequality, 
such a term is bounded in absolute value by ne= 1 11 Cj, 7(,(r)) Xj 114. By (3.7) and (3.9) 
11 cj, T(I) Xjlli < [(I + 4(2qJ)“‘)/(1 - 4(2qJ)1’2)].3((CardS)2(sZ + 4s:)) for any 
1 E S(J). Therefore each of the J4d terms of EIC,,, Xj14 has this bound in absolute 
value, and the lemma follows. 0 
Lemma 3.3. Suppose that {X,: k E Zd} . zs a CCWFS randomfield such that p*(l) < Y, 
for some r > 0. Then for any jinite set S c Ld, 
d 3r(Card S)2sj + (Card S)(si + 34. 
Proof. By the calculations of inequality (3.8), ifj # k, then IE(IXj121Xk12) - (E(X,12)‘( 
<-<*(l).si d rs~.Also,Card({(a,b)ESxS:a #b}) = (CardS)(CardS - 1)andthis 
is Card S less than (CardS)2. Hence 
, g, E(IXj121XkJ2) - (CardS)2s24 d (CardS)((CardS - l)rsz + (CardS)st). 
i#k 
(3.10) 
Similarly, I EXf X,2 - EX,!EXt I < rsi if j # k, and 
C EX.fl” - 1 EX]FX,tf = C IEXfl’ ,< CardS)si. 
/es I,kEs jtS 
IZk 
so 
j,ktS 
i#h 
< (Card S)(Card S)rsi + (Card S)si. (3.11) 
By (3.10) (3.11) and the definition of W(X,S), 
2 
H(X, S) - 2(Card S)2s; - 
I II 
c EX; 
Its 
< c EIXj14 + 3[(CardS)(CardS - l)rs$ + (CardS).st]. 
16s 
(3.12) 
EIXj14 = 5'2, Vj E S and (Card S - 1) < Card S, so (3.12) implies the lemma. 0 
Lemma 3.4. Suppose {q} is a nonincreasing sequence in [0, l] such that lim,,,, q, = 0. 
Then for any E > 0 there exist positive integers M(q,&) and N(q,c) such that if {X,: 
k E Zd) is a CCWFS random jield ,for which EXjX, = EX,X,-j, Vk,j E Zd, and 
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p*(m) < q,,, ull m 3 1, then if M,n are positice integers suck that M 3 M(q.c) md 
n 2 N(q,c), we have 
jG(X:nM) - 2F(X:M) - M-2djE(S(X:M))2j2j d 31:(.s4 + is:). 
Proof. Let A = A(q) be the constant of Lemma B, and D = D(q) be the constant of 
Lemma 3.2. Choose an integer L = L(E) so large that 
3q, < c/8D and 1 + 4(2qP _ I < r,4D, 
1 - 4(2q,)1:2 ” 
(3.13) 
Let M(q,r;) be an integer so large that 
((L.,M(q,c)) + l)d - 1 < (ei’l6D)’ (3.14) 
and let N(y.r:) be an integer so large that 
(x4’ + D).(N(~.c))~~ <E/X. (3.15) 
Let M and II be integers no less than M(q, E) and N(q, e) respectively. For eachi E Zd, 
define Wj = 1 (XL: (j, - l)(M + L) < k, <j,(M + L) - L, for s = 1, ._. ,(l I, 
W := {R’,: ,j E Z!“) forms a CCWFS random field such that &(nz) < ,~g(Lnz) for any 
posttive integer m. By Lemma 2, E( W,\” < 30. M ‘“(~2 + is,“), and for any integer p, 
EIS(W :p)l” d ~D.(JIM)~~(s~ + 4.~44). Also,S(W :n)contains(nM)“ofthe n”(L + M)l’ 
X,ys in S(X:n(L + M)). By this, Lemma 3.2, and (3.14). 
(r~M)-~,~l I/S(X:n(L + M))ll. -- //S(W:n)l(5/ 
< (nM)Fd’2(IS(X:n(L + M)) - S(W:n)‘l, 
< QzM)-~” [n”(L + M)d - (nM)d]1i2. [3D(s; + :.s:)] ‘,” 
< (~,‘16D). [3D(s; + ;.$)I 1’4. 
Similarly, 
(rzMmd” /I S(X: nM) /I5 - 11 S(X : n(L + M)) /I4 
< (i:/l60)[3D(s~ + ;s:)]““. 
By (3.16) and (3.17), and Lemma 3.2 again, 
IG(X:nM) - Mm2”G(W:n)l 
=(nM)-“‘( llS(X:nM)ii~ - (lS(W:n)ll~l 
= (PzM)-~‘~( 1/S(X:nM)l/4 - I(S(W:IZ)~I~/ 
x (HM)-“~‘~ 
( 
f /~S(X:~M)I~~(IS(W:II,II::~~ 
j=O ! 
< (r:,‘SD). [3D(s; + ;s;)] I” 
x(~M)~~~~~.~.[~D.(~M)~~(s~ + isi)13* 
= (1:/‘2)’ 3($ + is:). 
(3.16) 
(3.171 
(3.18) 
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Since p;(l) d p;(L) < qL, by Lemma 3.1 we have that G(W:n) = s’ne2”H(W:n), 
or I~-‘~H(W : n) = sG(W : n), where 
1 - 4(267,) “’ 1 + 4(2~,)l’~ 
1 + 4(2q,)U2’ 1 _ 4(2q,)112 
I the right side of (3.13), (s - l( < c/4D. So 
k~-~~lG(W:n) - n -2dH(W:~~)I < Iv-‘~(c/~D).IG(W:~)I 
= M-2d(~/4D).n-2dEIS(W:n)14 
< (J~~D,(~M)-~~[~D(~M)~~(s; + ;s:)] 
= (c/4).3($ + is:). 
NOW apply Lemma 3.3 to (Wj:,jE Zd): 
(3.19) 
M-2d n-2dH(W:n) -2)/W& - n-2d 
I,;,,, Ew:l’l 
~~-2dC3q~//W~II~+~-d(J/W~Jl~+3)/W,J(~)l 
5 M-2d[(3q, + n-2d).3DM2d(s; + is;) + n-d.3A2M2ds24)] 
= 3[n-d(A2 + D) + 3DqJ.s; + (3,‘2)D(3qL + n-d)s: 
d 3[(~/8) + (e/S)]s; + (3/2)[(~/8) + (e,'S)]s4" 
= (3c/4)(si + is:). (3.20) 
The condition EXjX, = EX,X,-j implies EW,? = E W,“, V k, j E Zd. Hence 
ICjcz S(n) WFl = n2d(EWiI, and (3.20) simplifies to 
M-2dln-2d H(W:n) - 2)/ W,II; - IEW;)2( ,< (3&/4).(s; + ;s:). (3.21) 
(3.18), (3.19) and (3.21) imply the lemma. 0 
Lemma 3.5. Suppose that q := (qmj IS a nonincreasing sequence in [0, 11 such that 
lim,,, qm < 2- 5. Let D be the D(q) qf Lemma 3.2. If (X,: k E Zd) is a CC WFS random 
field such that p*(m) < qm for all m > 1, and if a, b are positive integers, then 
IG(X:a) - G(X:b)l < 6d.D(lb - a(/b)1’2.(3s2 + (3/2)s:). 
Proof. Without loss of generality, assume b > a. 
G(X:a) - G(X:b) = a-2dJ1S(X:a))Iz - b-2dl/S(X:b)ll: 
= (a-2d - b-2d)lJS(X:a)/1,4 + bK2d(llS(X:a)l/i - ilS(X:b)l($). (3.22) 
It can be calculated that b2d - azd < d(b - a)b”- ‘. By this fact and Lemma 3.2, 
(Q-~~ - bP2d)lJS(X:a)/(: < 2d(b - a).bP’.3D(s; + ;s$). (3.23) 
By calculations similar to those for (3.16)- (3.18). 
h -qIs(X:u)l1$ - lIS(X:b)ll::( 
< h- ?“(hd - ud)“2.4hAd’2[3D(.$ + ;st)] 
< 12D[tl(h - a)OI]“2(.$ + is:,. 13.34) 
[6d(h - LI):~] + 12[d(h - cc)/h]“2 < lXli[(h - ll)!b]’ ‘. so (3.22) (3.23) and (3.74) 
imply the Lemma. 0 
Proof. Choose s E \ 1, , (1) such that t, $ ( - 1. 1). Let e,, be the vector in ZI” with 1 in 
position s. 0 elsewhere. For a positive integer 1~7, define the following sets in 2“: 
S’(m) := i ,j - e,: j E S(m);; (S’( m is S(rlz) shifted one unit). S”(m) := S(m)nS’(m): ) 
D(m) := S(u7) - S”(n7) (that is. the set difference): D’(m) :z S’(rt7) - S”(m). It is not hard 
to calculate that 
CwYiD(1?7) = Card D’(m) = I?ldrn 7, and cds”(1~7) = (~7 - 1 )177”~ ‘. Eq. (3.151 and 
Lemma B then imply that. 
< [/4111dm ’ + hl((n7 - I)&‘) ‘(d-‘)’ ’ + ,4rn”- I 
+ ?,4((/J7 - 1)1776~‘)1’2(171d~‘j’ ‘1. iix,,I;< 
< 6.4/n”- ‘,’ 11 X0 I/ ;. (3.X) 
Here A is the A(y) of Lemma B. Since EX,X, = EXoXI_ ,. \ve can calculate that 
B;y (3.26) and (3.27) / 1 - r,“l .IE(C,, s(l,,, X:f))?/ < 6ilr11” ~’ ’ ,~Xo :I;. so IE(l,~ .,,,,i, A’~“l’i 
5; ( 1 - t,,- ‘1~ 1 .6Am”- 1’2 /IX,, 112 = o(rd’). This proves the lemma. 0 
Definition. Suppose (X,: k E Z”: IS a CCWFS random field. If lim,,_, , r77C”E(S(X “’ : ~7))’ 
exists. then this limit will be denoted q(t). 
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Lemma 3.7. If (Xk: k E zd} is a CCWFS random3eld such that p*(m) + 0, as m --f cc 
and EXjX, = EX,X,-j, b’j, k E Zd, then g(t) exists for all t E Td. 
Proof. If t $ { - 1, lSd, then by Lemma 3.6, lim,,, mPdE(S(X@‘:m))’ = 0. 
If tE{-l,l}“, then it can be checked that XC” preserves the property 
EX!“X”’ = EX”‘X”’ 
.I k 0 
vk j E Zd. 
kj’ > Let Y, := Rex:” and Zk:= ImX:“; let Y := 
{ Yk: k E zd}, and define Z and Y + Z similarly. For any j, k E zd, 
E yj Y, = Re EXjt’ Yk = i Re [EXY’X:” + EXj”X:“] 
= G Re[EXc’Xf!j + EXi’XfLj] = EYo Yk_j. (3.28) 
Similar calculations show that EZjZ, = EZoZk_j and EZ, Yk = EZo Z,_ j, V j, k E zd. 
This implies that the random fields Y, Z, and Y + Z are weakly stationary. They are 
also centered, so Theorem A applies: lim,,, F(Y :m), lim,,, F(Z:m), and 
lim,,, F(Y + Z:m) all exist. F(Y + Z:m) = F(Y:m) + 2m-dE[S(Y:m).S(Z:m)] 
+ F(Z:m), so lim,,, mwdE[S(Y :m).S(Z:m)] exists. Finally, m-dE(S(X”):m))2 = 
F(Y:m) + 2i.m-dE[S(Y:m).S(Z:m)] - F(Z:m), so lim,,, m-dE(S(X(“:m))2 
exists. 0 
Theorem 1. Suppose {Xk: k E Z} is a CCWFS random field such that EXjX, = 
EXoXk-j, Vj, k E Zd, and p*(m) -+ 0 as m -+ co. Let f (t) denote the spectral density of 
X. Then for any t E Td, lim,,, G(X(“: m) exists and equals 2f2(t) + lg(t)12. 
Proof. Case 1: t e { - 1, l}d. Let q m := p*(m), for any positive integer m, and let D be 
the constant D(q) of Lemma 3.2. For E > 0, let M(q, E) and N(q, E) be the constants of 
Lemma 3.4. Let N2 be a positive integer so large that 
6d. DN; ‘I2 < E. (3.29) 
Let M be any integer no less than M(q,E) and n an integer no less than 
[max(N(q, E), N2)l. M(q,E). Then there is a positive s 3 max(N(q, E), Nz) such that 
sM d n d (s + l)M. By Lemma 3.5 and (3.29) 
IG(X(“:n) - G(X(“:sM)[ < 18dD((n - sM)/n)‘/2(st + is:) 
d 18dD(M/sM)“‘(s; + is:) < 3t.(s24 + ;s:). (3.30) 
EXj”X:” depends only on j - k, so X@’ satisfies all the conditions of Lemma 3.4. By 
Lemma 3.4 and (3.30) 
JG(X”‘:n) - 2(F(X”‘: M))2 - IV-~~\E(S(X(“: M))‘\‘\ 
< IG(X”‘:n) - G(X(“:sM)l 
+ (G(X”‘:sM) - 2(F(X@‘:M))2 - M-2d/E(SX(‘):m))2)2/ 
< (3c + 3e,(sz” + is:,. (3.31) 
link 1X 2(F(X”‘:M))2 = 2_/“(t); by Lemma 3.7 and the definition of g(t), 
lim,,,+ I MP2dlE(S(X(t):M))2(2 = lg(r)(2. (3.31) therefore implies 
lim sup IG(X”‘:n) - 2f2(t) - is(t)21 < 6~:(sf + is:), (3.32) 
nt - ’ ,, > ,n 
where E is arbitrary, so (3.32) implies the lemma. 
<‘Use 2: t E ( - 1, 11”. Define D and N2 as in Case 1. We can again define M (y. L) and 
N(ci,i:) by the inequalities (3.13)-(3.15). Choose integers M and Iz just as in Case I. and 
define s as in Case 1. (3.30) again holds. 
When t$ (- 1,l ) d, it is generally not true that EXP’X:” = EX::‘X:‘!,. This condi- 
tion was not used in the proof of Lemma 3.4 until after (3.20). Inequalities (3.18) (3.20) 
still hold for X(‘). If we replace n by s. they imply 
G(X”‘:sM) - 2M-2dl/ W,il; -. (MS)-2d 
I,;,, Ewf!’ I 
< 3r:g + Q). (3.33) 
The Wk’s are defined exactly as in the proof of Lemma 3.4, except that Xj”‘s replace 
X/‘:s. By that definition, if X:‘) is a summand of W,, then Xj’!k(M+L) is a summand of 
W,,. It can be calculated that EW,f = expjiA,2k(M + L)]EW,f, for any k E Z*. and 
so 1 E W,‘I is independent of k. It can also be checked that W,: k E Zd] is CCWFS (since 
Xtt) is); therefore 11 W, 11: = I/ W, I/: = EIS(X”): M)]‘. By these facts, along with (3.30) 
and (3.33), 
(G(X”‘:n) - 2M-2d(EIS(X’t): M)\‘J21 
i I 
2 
< 6c:(s; + ;s;) + (M.s)-‘~ c EW; 
I’S,\, 
< 6r:(s; + isi) + (Ms)m2d.~~2d(E(S(X(t’: M))‘12. 
Let M +m; (3.34) implies 
(3.34) 
,F2z ,s2tz IG(X”‘:n) - 21’(t)\ < 6r:(sz + isi) + lg(t)12. (3.35) 
By Lemma 3.6, g(f) = 0. and c is arbitrary, so (3.35) implies the theorem. 0 
4. The CLT for periodogram sums 
Definitions. Suppose (X,: k E Z”} is a random field, and (r,,), in,,) are two sequences 
of positive integers. For any k E Zd, B(m, k) will mean the set ( j E Z”: 
(k,v - l)(r, + II,,,) <js 6 k,(r, + n,) - r,,,, for s = 1. ,d ). For I E T”, define 
r,,,(t) = n31~ER~,n.l,e~“~’ X,12. I,,(t), however, will mean mPdlS(X”‘: rn)l”. 
Lemma 4.1. Suppose X := {Xk: k E Zd) is a CCWS random,field such that p*(m) + 0 
as yn + w und EX,X, = EX,, jXo, b’k,j E Zd; und letf‘(t) denote the spectral density of’ 
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X. Let t f Td be such that t, 6 { - 1, 13, f OY at least one s E (1, . . . ,d}. Then for any 
a,bE iw, 
lim sup ;(a’ + b’)f(t) 
m-x i.E/ 
a Re(e _ G + ‘,.j.Xk+t,) + b fm(e -,(k + 1’) I.Xk+,,) = 0. 
Proof. Let A = $(a - ib)e P’l”‘. It can be calculated that 
a Re(X:‘i,.) + b Im(X:fi,;) = A e-‘“‘“Xk+,, + Ae’” ‘Xk+,.. 
By the stationarity assumptions, 
2 
(a) E 
( 
1 e-” ‘Xk+,. 
> ! 
= E c eP”“Xk 
i, E S(rll) k E S(m) > 
2 
= E(S(X(‘):m))2, 
(4.1) 
(b) E c e-lk ‘Xk+,. 2 
k B S(m) I I 
= E c e -1k ix, 2 = mdF(X”‘: w1). (4.2) 
k E S(rnl 
By Lemma 3.8, lim,,, m -d E(S(X”‘: m))” = 0, and by Theorem A, Em,, 3c F(X(‘, : m) = 
f(t). For I-: > 0, 3m,,~ IV such that if m > m,,, Jm-dE(S(X(‘):m))2/ < 
q’(a’ + b’)(F(X”‘:m) -f(t)/ < q’(a2 + b’). By (4.1) and (4.2) 
m-d c (aReX:;,, + bImX:T,)2 
I, t S(m, 
=m -dA2E 
i 
1 e-lk.‘Xk+u 
ktS(m, 
k?“,l,eP’ IX,-,)’ 
2 
+ 2m-“JA1’E c eP’” ‘X,,,. 
kE S(m) 
= 2m-dRe[A2E(S(X(f):m))2] + 2JA(“F(X”‘:m) (4.3) 
If m > 1110, the first term on the bottom line is bounded in absolute value by 
2(A(2c/(a2 + b2) = ~/2, and the second term is within 2(A(2c/(a2 + b2) of 2(A12f(t). 
So for sufficiently large m, m-dE(C,t,,,,~,(aReX:‘~,, + bImX:‘i,.))2 is within E of 
$(a2 + b2)./(t). Since E is arbitrary, the lemma is true. /J 
Lemma 4.2. Suppose (X,: k E Z”} is a CCSS random,field such that E ( X0 I4 < cz and 
p*(m) + 0 as m -+ a. Letf (t) denote the spectrul density ofthisjield. Suppose t E Td and 
t 4 ( - 1, ljd. Let Z denote the 2 x 2 matrix with elements Oij = idijf (t). Then, as m -+ m, 
m-W 
c k tS(m) (Re(e -” ‘X,), Im(e -I’ “X,)) converges weakly to the bivariate distribu- 
tion N(0, Z). 
Proof. The lemma is equivalent to the following: Vu, b E [w, not both zero, 
m -d’2 c a Re(Xt’) + b Im(Xf,) * N(0,k(a2 + b2) f (t)) (4.4) 
k E S(171, 
If,f(t) = 0, then by Lemma 4.1, the left side of (4.4) converges to 0 in probability. and 
(4.4) is trivially true. 
Supposej’(t) > 0. Set K := :(a - ih) and C = 2)K]‘,f’(t); set Y, = C’ ‘(cl Re(X:“) 
+ h Im(X:“)), fork E Z. Note that Yk = C-““(2 Re(KX:“)). and lim,, . , rf”E 
(S( Y : M))~ = 1. By Lemma 4.1, lim,,., I sup, t II) 1 E(x,, ,s ,,,, / Y, 1 , )’ -- 11 = 0. Let I pin I. 
(r,,) be two sequences of integers such that 
Let 111 , ,,, 1 be a sequence of positive integers such that 
11,,,(1r,1 + 1.,,,) < ‘71 G (P,, + l)(% + r,,,). for almost all positive integers rfr. (4.5) 
There exists +, 3 1 such that (4.5) holds if ISI 3 IJZ~~. For any positive integer MI and 
vector k EZ*, let W,n,r, := C,EH,l,,_I, Yj. Then W,n,k =x,; ,,,,,,,,, )) Y,,,. where I’ is a mul- 
tiple (in Z”) of (v,~ + n,); so by Lemma 4.1, lim,,,, , supk ~ ; j in,~“ 1 W,,,, 1, s - I ~ = 0. 
Since tr,” 11 W,?,,, 1) : converges to 1 uniformly for all k E ZId. 
hm pnld C Gdl! WI%, 11; = 1. (4.6) ,,I - * i t SI,‘OH)) 
As III + x, 1),,(t7~, + r,,)!:m converges to 1 (by (4.5)), and P,~v~, ;rtr converges to 0 (condi- 
tion (ii)), so lim,, I ~,,,II,/M = 1. (4.6) is then equivalent to 
(4.7) 
Let (I,,, := am* and A be the A(l/) of Lemma B. By that lemma. 
< lim r6d*2 (IS(Y:??I) - S(W:p,J/’ 
,,I i I 
< lim I~I-~~‘[(uP -(PnlMm)d)~~~ll y”Il;p2 
,,I - I 
= A”2II Y,112. lim [l -(~,,,n~,~nz)~]“~ 
m-r 
= 0. (4.X) 
Let U, = S( Y : m) - S( W,,, : I),,,). By (4.X) lim,, , Kd” (~ Cl,,, 11 2 = 0, so vm d’Z c’,,, goes 
to zero in probability. By Lemma F, rnmd”S( Y :m) and I)I~““S( Wm:p,,) convcrgc 
weakly to the same limit (if any). Let V,,, := Wm,k(~,~S~p,,,L~, (1 W,, j lj s) “I, for any 
k E Z”. By (4.7) MZ -d’2S(Wm:pm)and S(Vn,:pm) must converge weakly to the same limit 
(if any). The W,,,, ‘s and hence the V,,,, k’ s are at least I’,, apart in the lattice Zd for X. We 
can use an argument just like that on p. 338 of Ibragimov and Linnik (1971) to show 
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that for any y E P?, 
c n EexP(iYKLk) G PrtP”6-m). (4.9) 
k E S(p(ml) k t Sip(m)) 
For each m, let IV,&: k E S(pm)} be a set of r.v.‘s independent of each other such that 
Vk,, has the distribution of V,,,. Then CkES(p(,nJ ((V&l/z = 1, and Eexp(iyS(Vh:p,)) 
=n ktS,p(mij Eexp(iyVm,k). By condition (iii), &p*(r,,,) -+ 0 as m -+ co; so (4.9) means 
that the characteristic function of S( V,,l : p,) and S(VA: pm) converge to the same limit 
(if any) for any y E Iw, so that S(I/,:p,), and S(VA:p,) converge weakly to the same 
distribution (if any). 
We now show that S(VA : pm) obeys a CLT. By the Lyapunov version of the CLT for 
an array of independent r.v.‘s, S(I/h : P,,,) * N(0, 1) if 
Now 
CardB(m,k) = ni, so by Lemma 3.2, 
< 3D(nZd( /I Y, //; + $ I/ Y, 119, = o(n:“). 
BY (4.10)~ &ES(p,m)) E(Win,,) 4 is O(pfnzd); by this and (4.7), 
-2 
(4.10) 
lim 1 E(w,.,j4 
m-m k E S(p(m)) 
= lim pfnAdm-2d 
m-z 
= lim pid. Iim (p,n,/m)2d 
m-m m-+cc 
= 0.1 
= 0. (4.11) 
This proves the lemma. 0 
Remark 2. Suppose X := {xk: k E Z*j is a CCSS random field, such that E(Xo(4 < a 
and p*(m) -+ 0 as m -+ cz,. Re X and Im X are then CRSS random fields with bounded 
fourth moments. For any m 2 1, p*(m) for either ReX or ImX is no greater than 
p*(m) for X, so for both Re X and Im X, p*(m) +Oasm+co.ByTheoremA,ReX 
and Im X have continuous nonnegative spectral densities. 
Lemma 4.3. Suppose X is as in Remark 2. Let Yk := Re Xk and Zk := Irn Xk, for any 
k E Zd, and Y := { Yk: k E Zd}, Z := {Zk: k E Zd). Let fy(t) and jz(t) be the spectral 
densities of Y and X respectively. Suppose t e ( - 1, 1)” so that e” ’ E R, Vk E zd. Then 
us m + xl ) 112 md/2S(Y(t):m) converges weakly to N(0, fu(t)), and n-d’2S(Z(r’: m) con- 
verges weakly to N(0, ,fi(t)), 
Proof. We will show that rKdj2S( Y (‘I : m) * N(0, fu(t)) as m + ~8. The proof for Z is 
exactly the same. 
Notice that for any k E Z”, Yf’ is e PI!, ’ Yk, a real r.v. By Theorem A. .fl.(t) = 
lim,,, *, mwd EIS(Y”‘:m)12. 
If,f;(t) = 0, then rnPdf2 S( Y ‘f): m) must go to zero in probability. so the lemma is 
trivially true. 
Suppose ./k(t) > 0. Set Qk := (fu(t))- ‘,‘Y:“, Vk E zd. Define the sequences ( pI,, 1. 
I . ,I, ). and (l~,,~)- just as in the proof of Lemma 3, and for m >, 1 and k E J?’ set 
Wm., := L i S(,l0,l)l Qk. Q is centered, real, and weakly stationary of the fourth degree; it 
can be calculated without too much difficulty that W,, is also. V’nz 3 1. Also 
lim,,, 1 r1,~/1 W,,, 11; = lim,,, (fr(t))-‘rf,dEIS(Y(‘):n,,)I” = 1. so 
lim p,” C 
m-, x A F s,p,,n,, 
Gdll W*.k/lt = ;ly Pmd’Pi!,‘Gdll Wm.1 11: = 1 (4.12) 
The proof now follows that of Lemma 4.2 from (4.8) on, except that (4.12) replaces 
(4.71, and the random field Q replaces Y. 0 
Lemma 4.4. Suppose jXk: k E z “) is a CCSS random,field, such that EJXJ’ < % and 
p*(m) -+ 0 LIS m -+ x. Suppose {k,} is a sequence ofnumbers such rhat lim,, + I k, = Y_ 
Then for uny t E Td, 
lim E[(l,(t) - EI,(t))2~X{lZ,(t) - El,(t)1 3 k,J] = 0. 
,n- I 
Proof. .f’(~) will denote the spectral density of X at t. Letj, := max(O, k, ~ El,,(t)). By 
Theorem A, lim,,, El,(t) =f(t), so lim,,, ,,, j = x. I,(t) 3 0 by definition, so 
El,,(t) 3 0; and if j, = 0, then Z,(t) 3 j,. Ifj, > 0, then II,(t) - EI,,(t)i 2 k, means 
that I,(t) 3 k, + El,(t) 2 k,, - El,(t) = j, or r,,(t) < El,(t) - k, = -jn, < 0. The 
latter is impossible, so II,,,(t) - El,,,(t)1 2 k, always implies I,,(t) = j,,,, and 
irilr,(t) - E~wdt)I 3 k,j d xi m ‘I (t) >, j, i. Since El,(t) is bounded, there exists C > 0 
such that El,(t) d C, b’m 3 1 and (I,(t) - El,,(t))2 < I,‘,(t) + C2. For almost all 
positive integers 111, j, > C, and the condition I,,(t) >,jm implies (I,(t) - El,,,(t))’ < 
21,?,(t). The lemma is therefore true if 
lim E[21,2,(t).~jl,(t) >j,J] = 0. (4.13) 
m-t 
There are now two cases to consider. 
Casr 1: t 6 [ - 1, 1) d. By Lemma 4.3, as M -+ cr_ , m -‘dS(X’l’: m), converges weakly to 
Z1 + iZ2, where Z1 and Z2 are independent and both N(O,i,f(t)). By Corollary 1 of 
Theorem 5.1 in Billingsley (1979), Ii(t). which is m-2d(S(X’f): m)14. converges weakly 
to (Z, + iZ214. By Theorem 1, lim,,,, , Eli(t) = 2f2(t); also E(Z1 + iZ214 = 2J”(t). 
Hence IA(t) * IZ1 f iZ214 and Eli(t) + ElZ, + iZ214 as yn --+%. By Theorem S.4 
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in Billingsley (1979) the sequence {Z:(t)} is uniformly integrable; that is, 
lim,,, supm E[l~(t)~~(Z~(t) 3 u}] = 0. This implies (4.13). 
Case2: t~(--l,l]~. Let Y:=ReX,Z:=ImX,A,(t)=m-d12S(Y(f):m),B,(t):= 
m-di2S(Z(1): m). Note that Y w and Zct) are real random fields Z,,,(t) = A:(t) + B:(t). 
For any K > 0, if I,(t) 3 K, then A,(t) 3 B,(t) and A;(t) 3 K/2, or B,(t) > A,(t) and 
B;(t) 3 K/2. So 
EC~:Wi!(M~) b K)l ,< ~[4&(~)~11{~~(r) 3 K/2)1 
+ WB:(t).l!{B;(t) 3 K/2)1. (4.14) 
So (4.13) will be true if 
(a) m-x 
lim E[4Ag(t).~{Ai(t) 3j,/2}] = 0, 
(b) rn-‘J, 
lim E[4B~(t).~{A~(t) >j,/2}] = 0. (4.15) 
Y is a CRSS random field for which p*(m) + 0, as m + a. By Theorem A, it has 
a spectral densityfy(t) at to. By Lemma 4.3, A,(t) * N(0, fr(t)) as m + m. This implies 
that A:(t) converges in distribution to Z4, where 2 is N(0, J;(t)). By Theorem 1, 
applied to the real random field Y rt), lim,,, EA:(t) = lim,,, G(Y@‘: m) = 
3$(t) = EZ4. Again, by Theorem 5.4 in Billingsley (1979) (&(t)),“=, is uniformly 
integrable, and this implies (4.15)(a). (4.15)(b) has exactly the same proof. 0 
Theorem 2. Suppose X := {X,: k E zd) is a CCSS randomjield such that p*(m) -+ 0 as 
m -+ cx and E(Xo14 -c ‘cc. Suppose {p,}, {rm>, and (n,) are three sequences of positive 
integers such that lim,,, pm = lim,,,, r,,, = lim,,, n,, = cr3. Letf(t) denote the con- 
tinuous spectral densitJ$ qf X. Then for uny t E Td, 
P, d’2 PLz,,,lii (Im,k(t) - EZ,,k(t)) =>N(O,(l + e(t))f2(t)) as m --, “0, 
where g(t) is in [O,l]: [f t,$(-1,l) f or Some .sg{l,...,d}, then U(t)=O; and if 
t~(-l,l)dandtheXk’sarereal,thenO(t)=l. 
Proof. Let Y,,, denote Z,,,(t) - El,,,(t). The reader may check that for any positive 
integer in, Y, := {Y,,,: k E z”} is a CRSS random field. Let p,* denote the p* 
coefficients of Y,. For any m > 1 and j, k E zd, dist(B(m, k), B(m, j)) > r,,,. dist(k, j), so 
p:(b) < p*(r,b), Vb 3 1. Therefore supm p,*(b) < p*(b) + 0 as b + a. 
By Lemma A, for any positive integer n, 
E(S( Y,n: n))” = s C EY& = sndE(Y,,o)2, 
kc S(n) 
(4.16) 
where 
[ 
1 - Piw) 1 + P;(l) 
SE 1 + p;(l)’ 1 - pm*(l) . II 
Claim. lim,n, m E(Y,,o)2 =(I + W))f2(t). 
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Proof. By Lemma 3.7, g(t) exists. Let 0(t) = Ig(t)l*,‘,f*(t). By Lemma 3.6. if 
t $ i -- 1, l)“, then g(t) = 0 and H(t) = 0; if X is real and t E ( - 1.1)“. then Xtl’ is real. 
and by the definition of g(t), g(t) =.f(t) so that O(f) - 1. 
By the definition of 1,,,(t), it can be seen that r,,,,(t) = n;“lS(X”‘:n,,,)l” so that 
,51,,,(r) = F(X”‘: n,). and Eli,,(t) = G(X(“: n,), II, + 8~ as ~1 + ix, so by Theorem 
A. lim,,, E1,$o(t) =f(t) and by Theorem 1, lim,,, , E1~,o(t) = 2,f’*(t) + Ig(t = 
(2 + O(f))f’(t). E(Y,,,,)* = EI,$,(t) = (EI,.,(t))* so that lim,,.,, E(Y,,,,,(t))’ = 
(2 + O(t)),f*(t) -,f2(t) = (1 + g(t))f2(t). This proves the claim. n 
By (4.16L 
E(S(ym:P,))” = &?2PtlE(ym.o)2, (4.17) 
where s,, is in the interval 
[ 
1 - PXl) 1 + Pit(l) 
I 1 + p:(l)’ 1 -p;(l) 
Since /,z(l) < ~J*(T,,,), lim,,, p:(l) = 0, and so lim,,,, , s,, = 1. By (4.17) and the 
claim, 
lim pi”E(S(Y,,:p,)) = (1 + B(t)).f2(t). 
m- I 
(4.18) 
If’ .f(t) = 0, then by (4.18), lim,, I p,dE(S(Y,,:pm))2 = 0, so pidi2S( Y,,:p,,) con- 
verges to zero in probability; also N(O,(l + (J(t)).f”(t)) = 0. 
SupposeJ’(t) > 0. Theorem A says that for each m 3 1, Y,,, has a spectral density 
.&(t), andf,,(l) = lim,,, n-dE(S(YW,:n))2. By (4.16) 
./k(l) 3 E(Y,,,)2.(l - ~;.o)~.(l - ~;(l))i(l + p:(l)). (4.19) 
lim,,, T pZ( 1) = 0, so (4.18) implies that lim,, , inf,,, _= !I .Ml) 2 (1 + o(t),f’ct) > 0. 
Sequence { Y, j ,:‘= i has been shown to satisfy all the conditions of Theorem 2 in Miller 
(1993) except for condition (ii), the Lindeberg condition. Choose any I: > 0. Then 
cp,,, -+ 8~ as ~1 ---f a, By Lemma 4.4 
= lim ECU,,&) - E~,,,(t))2.~ilz,.,(t) - E~,.dt)l > vnt)l nt- I 
= 0. 
This is condition (ii). By Theorem 2 in Miller (1993) S( Y, : pm). // S( Y,,, : p,) 11 r ’ a N(O.1) 
as m + x. By (4.29) this is equivalent to S(Ym:p,)p,d,‘2 3 N(O,(l + 0(t)),f2(t)). U 
Letf^(t) = pid 1 itS,p(,n)) Im.k(t). Theorem 2 implies that,f(t) converges in probability 
to,/(t), so that the periodogram average is a better estimator for the spectral density 
than a single periodogram. 
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